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6. Target Web Application 

 

6.1 System Overview 

The following diagram illustrates the basic operation and the outline of the implemented 

solution. The used technologies and concepts have been included alongside (represented by 

boxes with dashed lines). 

 

Figure 6-1 System overview 

6.2 Providing functionality 

The following explanation of the target web application discusses the classes and services 

for one standalone domain entity. (i.e. one without any relations to other domain entities). 

The domain entities with relations are discussed in the next section but those also have 

these basic set of services and classes. 
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The web application has two Tapestry pages for each domain entity that should be 

persisted in the domain model. 

• A page for listing the domain entities 

• A page for editing the domain entity 

 

Both these pages have control classes. If we take a sample domain entity “Customer” the 

above control classes are structured as follows: 

 

 

Figure 6-2 Page control classes created per domain entity 

Page control classes created per domain entity 

• DomainClassPage class inherits from the Tapestry’s BasePage class. 

This class holds the abstract methods for getting the display name of the domain entity, the 

list of validators, and any translators. 

 

• CustomerEdit class controls the edit page for the domain entity. 

• CustomerList class controls the list page for the domain entity. 
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The above classes use the two Hivemind services, namely “CustomerEditService” and 

“CustomerListService” respectively. These two are also generated per domain entity, and 

has the following class structure: 

 

Figure 6-3 Service classes created per domain entity 

The two services “CustomerListService” and “CustomerEditService” uses a third service 

“CustomerDao” which does all the database related operations. The operations take care of 

any concurrency issues. These are Hibernate queries in this case. All three services related 

to a domain entity are registered as services with Hivemind as follows: 
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<module id="org.customer" version="1.0.0"> 

 <service-point id="CustomerDao"> 

  <invoke-factory> 

   <construct class="CustomerDaoImpl"/> 

  </invoke-factory> 

 </service-point> 

 <service-point id="CustomerListService"> 

  <invoke-factory> 

   <construct class="CustomerListServiceImpl"/> 

  </invoke-factory> 

 </service-point> 

 <service-point id="CustomerEditService"> 

  <invoke-factory> 

   <construct class="CustomerEditServiceImpl"/> 

  </invoke-factory> 

 </service-point>   

</module> 

 

For each domain entity a java bean class exists which inherits from the DomainClass, a 

class which captures common attributes and behavior for a domain entity. All such bean 

classes are added to the hibernate Configuration service. There will also be a “hibernate 

mapping file” for each domain entity. 

 

6.3 Associated domain entities 

Associated domain entities will result in the receiver class getting the primary key of the 

supplier class 

 

Figure 6-4 Association example class diagram 

The Order bean class will contain the primary key of the Customer bean class (Unlike in 

Hibernate default mapping the objects are not linked.). The Order class’s edit page gets 

AJAX procedures for selecting the Customer from a dynamic “List of Values” page. 
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Figure 6-5 List of Values AJAX popup 

6.4 Aggregated Domain Entities 

Domain Entities with Aggregation type relationships are treated as parent-child 

relationships. 

 

Figure 6-6 Aggregation example class diagram 

In this case the application will be created where each order item recquires its parent item 

and all child items are displayed with the parent. (i.e. all OrderItems with the Order) 
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6.5 Configurable properties 

 

One of the drawbacks of application generation is it usually clears the meta-data which 

changes during runtime. In order to overcome this, these meta-data should be persisted 

between application regenerations. This has been the major motive for the creation of the 

“Configurable properties” in this project. Further as discussed below it allows the 

application owner to configure attributes of properties during the runtime, which were 

defaulted to the values taken from the model at application creation. 

 

As described previously in the section 3.1, the default values for the “attributes of 

properties” are set by the model. 

e.g. 

We will take the following sample class 

 

Figure 6-7 Sample Domain Entity - Customer 

From the above class the customer pages will be created with the display name “Customer 

Name”. But what if the user wants to change this (without updating the model and 

regenerating)?  Further if the user wants to change the maximum length from 200 to 400 

later on? This requirement is address by the configurable properties functionality.  

 

All the properties of the domain entity class with the property stereotypes (PropertyString, 

PropertyNumber, etc) discussed in section 3.1.1, would be available for configuration at 

runtime. 
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Figure 6-8 Configurable properties 

Each Configurable property will bring up an edit page where the property can be 

reconfigured. 

 

 

Figure 6-9 Configuring a property 

After saving the changes will be immediately available for the web application. These 

changes will be preserved even after the subsequent regenerations of the application. 

 

An additional benefit of the Configurable properties is that one can put translated custom 

display names very easily. 

 

Figure 6-10 Translated display names 
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6.6 Validations 

 

Validations with regard to the properties have been implemented by Tapestry frameworks 

JavaScript support and Tacos AJAX framework [35].  

 

For example when the customer age has been set the range 18-53 from the configuration 

or by default values, the following will happen on entering an outlier value. Note the 

correct display name. 

 

 

Figure 6-11 A typical range validation 

 

 

  


